
THE PLAYER THAT KILLED YOU GAINS A KILL TOKEN.
DISCARD YOUR HAND. THEN DRAW A DEAD WIZARD CARD

AND DISCARD ANY TREASURES YOU OWN THAT DON'T HAVETHE WORD EVERLASTING ON THEM.
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To fling fiery death at me and melt my goddamn face off? I damn sure hope 
so… that’s what I’d be doing if I were you! Hell, I want to summon a giant 
worm that looks like a dong and have it drown you in goo... RIGHT NOW!

That’s what I WANT to do… and any OTHER day that’s what would be going 
down, but…

I’m tripping balls right now. Sure, the world is totally surreal ever since Uncle 
Andy reshaped it to be, according to him, “totally fucking awesome AT ALL 
TIMES,” but even for this fucked-up existence I’m having a weird day… 

Let me back up. I JUST ATE A TALKING MUSHROOM,
and let’s be crystal clear: It fucking ASKED me to eat it. Hell, it begged me to 
pop it in my mouth, so fuck it, I did. And now I’m totally mind-blowingly high, 
and it’s all starting to make sense! I get it, man… I heard rumors, I DID, 
man! I heard that Uncle Andy is just some punk-ass kid that got possessed by 
a demon and that’s how he jacked the shit out of reality! Can you believe 
that shit? FUCKIN’ A! So, like, if demons are real, then what? The DEVIL is 
real… GOD is real?

Man, that is some corny shit right there. It totally makes fucking sense 
though—look around man, the whole world looks like a homicidal 
thirteen-year-old’s wet dream. It’s totally messed up. My buddy Frank works 
over at the sewage plant. I saw him the other day and he got turned into a 
giant walking CRAP! That’s pretty fucked up right there… He told me all the 
guys at the sanitation department got turned into poo monsters! And don’t 
even ask about Donna, the receptionist over there. You DON’T want to 
know what happened to her… totally sick. This Andy kid is fucked in the head. 

Listen, I don’t know if you’re new here—hell is ANYONE new here? Because 
it seems like I’ve been slinging HOT MAGICAL DEATH in the tournaments 
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Listen, I don’t know if you’re new here—hell is ANYONE new here? Because 
it seems like I’ve been slinging HOT MAGICAL DEATH in the tournaments 

Fucking time has lost all meaning. I kept track of the first couple of hundred 
times I died, but eventually I said, fuck it—you die and come back over and 
over and over… man, it just doesn’t end. And on top of that, things keep 
getting WORSE. Not so long ago, MONSTERS became a things… yep, suddenly 
you could summon these Creatures to battle right alongside you. And now 
everyone is tripping on messed up, mind-bending drugs. If it’s not one thing, 
it’s another thing and that thing is usually something that’s going to tear your 
bloody spine out and beat you to death with it.

Don’t get me wrong—ARE YOU GETTING ME WRONG?!?—I love annihilating 
other Wizards in the arena! Not actually sure why I love it. I didn’t consider 
myself particularly blood-thirsty before all this shit went sideways, but I’m 
betting it’s part of the foul magic that reshaped everything. Now, I can’t get 
enough of this shit. Even talking to you is too much—I may have to kill you 
before we finish this conversation. Quick question: Would you rather have 
your flaming lower intestine come rocketing out of your asshole, or a fat 
vampire tear your head off and drink the blood from your gaping neck 
hole? Why?? No reason…

I’m starting to come down and the bloodlust is getting pretty thick, so one 
last piece of advice: Give up, man… lose what’s left of your humanity and 
fight with every ounce of hate you have. Kill, maim, and slaughter every 
Wizard you meet in the arena and maybe, just maybe, you can make it to 
the big show… the                                    Win that fucking tournament and 
you have it made in the shade. You get a chance to meet the twisted fucker 
himself: Uncle Andy. Shit, I hear he grants you one wish… maybe you could 
even die FOR REAL and get out of this nightmare. But I wouldn’t count on it. 
Everything else is a lie—no reason that reward shouldn’t be bullshit too. But 
it’s a tiny sliver of hope, and it’s all I have left. If it’s possible to get out of 
this living Hell, I’m gonna go for it. My wife didn’t make it past the great 
change and, if I die, maybe I can finally see her again. 

Hey, don’t start feeling sorry for me, and uh… while we were talking, I 
summoned a group of demonic bikers that are looking to pull your arms off 
and grind your guts out with their motorcycles while you watch in horror. 
So, yeah, sorry about that and see you later, cuz you’ll be back in no time, 
trust me on that. And shit, maybe next time you can make my eyeballs 
explode while I have apocalyptic sentient diarrhea. Good times… *sigh*
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Destroy up to four Treasures you control. Deal each foe 2 
damage for each one you destroyed.

Reaction: If you die before this Spell resolves, you may play and 
resolve Cantrips from your hand as if it was your turn.
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Deal 2 damage to the foe on your right.
Cantrip: Discard two Quality cards to add this card from 

your hand to your Spell.
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DELIVERY

Target: Foe on your right
Roll Power
 1-4 1 damage
 5-9 2 damage. KEEP
 10+ 4 damage
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40 Source Cards
40 Quality Cards
40 Delivery Cards
8 Wild Magic Cards

Blast your opponents into smoldering 
bits of goo. Score 1 point for each 
Wizard you kill. Score 1 point for 

being the Last Wizard Standing at the end of a game. Score the 
most points over three games to win!

Combine all of the 
Source, Quality, 

Delivery, and Wild Cards into 
one Main Deck. Then shuffle each 
deck (Main, Treasure, and Dead Wizard 
Decks) separately. Each player 
chooses a Wizard to play.

Each Wizard starts each game with 20 Hit Points. Place a skull life counter on 
the 20 (found on your Wizard card) and use it to mark your gains and losses 
of Hit Points. Should you gain any Hit Points, your maximum HP is 25.

Place the Main Deck (the cards with the black backs) and the Standee in the middle 
of the play area. Place the Treasure and Dead Wizard Decks off to the side.

A match consists of three games. A game consists of 
enough rounds for one player to win that game. 

During each round, players will create Spells, blast their opponents, 
collect fabulous Treasures, and most importantly, try to survive. Each time 
you kill a foe, grab a Kill Token. That's worth 1 point at the end of the 
match. If you cream your last foe in a game, leaving only you among the 
living, you earn a Kill Token as usual, but also a Last Wizard Standing Token. 
LWS Tokens are also worth 1 point at the end of the match.

Each Wizard draws from the Main Deck until he or she 
has a full hand of eight cards.
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Your hand will consist of various Spell Components:Your hand will consist of various Spell Components:

Each Source is named 
after a legendary 

Wizard. When you cast 
your Spell, the Source 
will give credit where 

credit is due.

Each Quality allows 
you, the Wizard, to 
inject some of your 
own creativity into 
your Spell. These 

adjectives give your 
Spell flavor, often giving 
your foes a taste of the 
trauma they’re about 

to suffer.

A Delivery is the big 
boom—the cataclysmic 

finality of your Spell, 
sure to leave your foes 
bloodied and begging for 

mercy. Deliveries all 
have an Initiative 

number and require a 
Power Roll. (More on 

that stuff later.)

Each Spell may contain up to three different Components. A Spell can contain 
no more than one of each type of Component (Source, Quality, and 
Delivery). These are all legal Spells:
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Put a card from your hand on top 

of the Main Deck and gain a Treasure.

Cantrip: Discard two Source cards to add this card

from your hand to your Spell.

SOURCE
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ILLUSION

QUALITY

Heal 5 HP, then lose 1 HP for each card in your hand.
Bad Trip: If your Spell contains four or more different 

glyphs, resolve this again.
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QUALITY

Draw two cards and reveal them. Deal 1 damage to a foe of your choice for each glyph on the cards you drew.

©2017 CZE 3ILLUSION
QUALITY

The foe on your left discards two cards, the foe on their left 

discards three, the next foe to the left discards four, and so 

on until each foe has discarded cards from their hand.
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DELIVERY

Target:  Strongest foe
Roll Power
 1-4 1 damage, and you gain a Treasure

 5-9 3 damage
 10+ 6 damage, and you take 2 damage
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DELIVERY

Target: Foe on your left
Roll Power
 1-4 You draw a card
 5-9 2 damage
 10+ 3 damage. KEEP

©2017 CZE 3DARK CREATURE

Deal 1 damage to each weaker foe. For each one that dies this 

way, heal 1 HP. If none die, draw a card.

SOURCE
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Steal a Treasure from the foe to your left or right.
Reaction: If you die before this Spell resolves, you may play 
and resolve Cantrips from your hand as if it was your turn.

ARCANE SOURCE©2017 CZE 3

Deal 1 damage to a foe of your choice. 

That foe then deals 2 damage to a foe other than you.

Reaction: If you die before this Spell resolves, you may play 

and resolve Cantrips from your hand as if it was your turn.
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Draw 1, 2, or 3 cards and reveal them. Lose that much HP. Then heal 2 HP for each Dark glyph drawn this way.
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ARCANE / ILLUSION

Target: A stronger foeRoll Power
 1-4 2 damage 5-9 3 damage, and you gain a Treasure 10+ 2 damage for each different glyph in your Spell
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DELIVERY

Target:  The two foes to your right
Roll Power 1-4 You gain a Treasure. 

 5-9 2 damage. KEEP 10+ 3 damage

©2017 CZE 3

ARCANE CREATURE



Notice the nameplate banner? A full three-card Spell will always have a 
complete nameplate with a beginning, middle, and end. Sources are always the 
leftmost card of your Spell, Qualities are always found in the middle, and a 
Delivery is always the rightmost card of a Spell.

These are examples of illegal Spells:

If a Wizard reveals an illegal Spell, he or she must choose and remove cards 
from it until the Spell becomes legal. Place those removed cards into the 
discard pile. Note that a player may never play more than three Components.
If a player does, he or she must return the additional cards to his or her hand 
before announcing the size of his or her Spell.

A Wizard must play all the Components of 
a Spell face down into the play area 

directly in front of him or her. You may                 
stack your cards up, spread them out, or even keep them under your hand if 
you wish to hide the number of Components you are playing—opposing 
Wizards don’t have the right to thumb through your cards to check. Here is 
what the table might look like when all Wizards have placed their Spells.

When all Wizards are done placing their cards 
on the table, the order of Spell resolution 
must be determined. At this time, each 

Wizard should call out the number of 
Components in his or her Spell: one, two, or three.

Wizards who played one Spell Component take their turns before Wizards 
who played two or three Spell Components. Wizards who played two Spell 
Components take their turns before Wizards who played three Spell 
Components. 

If two or more players declare the same number of 
Components in their Spell, then those Wizards announce 
their Initiative numbers.

Find your Delivery's Initiative number in the flaming ember 
next to the end of the card name banner.

You may peek at your Delivery to find this out, but don’t 
reveal the card yet. A Wizard who didn’t play a Delivery 
Component or has a Wild Magic card in his Delivery slot has 
an Initiative of 0. (More on Wild Magic cards later.)

The highest Initiative Delivery acts first. If there is a tie for highest Initiative, 
each tied Wizard rolls a die, and the high roller resolves his or her Spell first.

Example: In a four-player game, three players each declare three 
Components, while one player declares two Components. The player with 
only two Components will act first in the round. When that player’s Spell is 
done resolving, the other three players call out their Initiative numbers. 
Let’s say they are 17, 14, and 14. The 17 Initiative will act first amongst the 
players at three Components, as it’s the highest Initiative. When that player’s 
Spell is done resolving, the two players at Initiative 14 each roll a die to 
break the tie. The high roller will act first, then the low roller will act last in 
the round.

QUALITY

Deal 1 damage to each foe for each different glyphin your Spell.

©2017 CZE 3ELEMENTALQUALITY

Draw a card and reveal it. Deal 2 damage to the foe on your 
left for each glyph in your Spell that matches the glyph(s) 

on the card you drew.
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QUALITY

Draw a card and reveal it. Deal 2 damage to the foe on your right for each glyph in your Spell that matches the glyph(s) on the card you drew.
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Gain a Treasure.

Bad Trip: If your Spell contains four or more different 

glyphs, resolve this again.

ARCANE ©2017 CZE
3

Draw a card and reveal it. Deal each foe 1 damage

for each glyph in your Spell that matches the glyph(s)

on the card you drew.

SOURCE
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DARK



When your Initiative comes up, reveal the Components of your Spell. Now, 
in your best Epic Wizard Voice, read the name of your Spell in dramatic 
fashion in this order: Source, Quality, Delivery. Your play group can 
decide the proper punishment for a Wizard who fails to read the full name 
of their Spell before starting to resolve it.

If your Spell is missing any of the elements: 

MISSING THE SOURCE: Use your Hero’s name or use your own name.

MISSING THE QUALITY: You don’t have to add an adjective here, but feel 
free to make up something creative.
 
MISSING THE DELIVERY: Use any magical word, like evocation, 
conjuration, or invocation.

Resolve the effects of the cards in your Spell in the order they are read: 
 • Source first
 • Quality second
 • Delivery last

If you have multiple cards of one type (through card effects, not through 
Spell placement), resolve them in the order of your choosing. 
If a new Component enters your Spell while you are resolving it, and it's of 
a type that you have already resolved, finish resolving your current 
Component, then resolve the new one. Example: Your Quality puts a 
Source into play, but you have already resolved your Sources. No 
matter. Resolve the new Source before proceeding to your Delivery.
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Each Spell Component has a magic type, represented by a word and a glyph 
on the card. 

The five types of magic are: 

 Hurt foes. Gain Treasure. Still time for tea.

 Deal with forces beyond your control as you dispense  
 unrighteous magiks.

 Ignite your foes, then laugh at their screams of fiery anguish.

 You never know what you'll get, except corpses. 
 

 Whether you heal damage or deal damage, it all   
 revolves around deep wounds.

When you make a Power Roll, look at the glyph on the card that requires the 
roll. You roll one six-sided die for every card in your Spell that has that glyph, 
including itself. If your Delivery has two glyphs, you get to roll at least two dice. 
Be sure to include your Creatures from previous rounds and your Dead 
Wizard cards from the previous game. They are also part of your Spell! 

For example, if you play a Primal and Illusion Delivery Component but no other 
Components with Primal or Illusion glyphs, you’ll roll two six-sided dice. If you 
had played a Primal Source and an Illusion Quality in that Spell, you would have 
rolled a total of four six-sided dice. 

There are many other effects, combos, and Treasures that let you roll more 
dice with certain Power Rolls.
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Wizard cards from the previous game. They are also part of your Spell! 

For example, if you play a Primal and Illusion Delivery Component but no other 
Components with Primal or Illusion glyphs, you’ll roll two six-sided dice. If you 
had played a Primal Source and an Illusion Quality in that Spell, you would have 
rolled a total of four six-sided dice. 

There are many other effects, combos, and Treasures that let you roll more 
dice with certain Power Rolls.



Most Spells have targets. Most of the time, your Spell will 
dictate its target. Keep these targets in mind when 

creating your Spell! A target can be random: a foe on 
your left, right, or left and right; each foe; or various other 

criteria. If it’s a healing Spell, the target will be you. The target of a Spell 
Component must be determined before any dice are rolled. Your target 
cannot be a Dead Wizard. If your Spell targets the player to your left and that 
player is dead, skip him or her and target the next player to your left.

The strongest foe is the foe with the most Hit Points. 
The weakest foe is the foe with the fewest Hit 
Points. If there is a tie, you get to choose who 

you want to consider strongest or weakest from 
among those tied players. You are not your own foe, so if you are the 
strongest or weakest Wizard, you don’t count.

A stronger foe is any foe with more Hit Points than 
you. A weaker foe is any foe with fewer Hit Points 
than you. Choose a target from among your 
stronger or weaker foes. If a foe has the same 

amount of HP as you, he or she is neither stronger nor weaker.

Starting with the player to your left, distribute 
values on a single six-sided die to each of the legal 

targets for the effect. Then roll a die to see who 
the victim will be. So in a five-player game, you would 

assign 1 to 4 clockwise to the players next to you, then roll;  re-roll any 
5s or 6s.

Some Spell Components can add cards your Spell. 
Adding cards this way doesn’t make a Spell illegal. 
Added cards should be placed vertically adjacent to the 

Components of the same type. If you have multiple 
unresolved Spell Components of the same type, you resolve them in the 
order of your choice.

Most Spells have targets. Most of the time, your Spell will 
dictate its target. Keep these targets in mind when 

creating your Spell! A target can be random: a foe on 
your left, right, or left and right; each foe; or various other 

criteria. If it’s a healing Spell, the target will be you. The target of a Spell 
Component must be determined before any dice are rolled. Your target 
cannot be a Dead Wizard. If your Spell targets the player to your left and that 
player is dead, skip him or her and target the next player to your left.

The strongest foe is the foe with the most Hit Points. 
The weakest foe is the foe with the fewest Hit 
Points. If there is a tie, you get to choose who 

you want to consider strongest or weakest from 
among those tied players. You are not your own foe, so if you are the 
strongest or weakest Wizard, you don’t count.

A stronger foe is any foe with more Hit Points than 
you. A weaker foe is any foe with fewer Hit Points 
than you. Choose a target from among your 
stronger or weaker foes. If a foe has the same 

amount of HP as you, he or she is neither stronger nor weaker.

Starting with the player to your left, distribute 
values on a single six-sided die to each of the legal 

targets for the effect. Then roll a die to see who 
the victim will be. So in a five-player game, you would 

assign 1 to 4 clockwise to the players next to you, then roll;  re-roll any 
5s or 6s.

Some Spell Components can add cards your Spell. 
Adding cards this way doesn’t make a Spell illegal. 
Added cards should be placed vertically adjacent to the 

Components of the same type. If you have multiple 
unresolved Spell Components of the same type, you resolve them in the 
order of your choice.

Creatures are a subset of the Delivery 
Component. Half of the Deliveries in this set are 
Creatures. The word Creature appears in the 
lower left corner of any such card. Creatures 

are unique in that they can stay in play at the end of your casting. Most 
Creatures have the word “KEEP” somewhere on them. When you Keep a 
Creature, leave it face up in front of you. You don’t discard it with the 
rest of your Spell Components after resolving your Spell. Most of the time 
you trigger the Keep keyword by rolling well on Power Rolls. Some other 
card effects might help to Keep the Creature around.

With a face-up Creature in play, you have a new friend! This faithful 
companion is even willing to sacrifice its life for you. Anytime you would 
take any damage from a foe, you may instead choose to discard a face-up 
Creature you have in play. Doing so negates the damage to you, but not to 
other players (if the damage has multiple targets). Creatures cannot absorb 
self-inflicted damage. A Creature that is unresolved (face down) in your 
Spell is not eligible for this kind of loyalty. If a card deals multiple instances of 
damage, like 2 and then 2 more later, a Creature only blocks one instance 
of damage. If a card deals 2 damage, or 4 damage if you are the strongest 
foe (or whatever), that that is a single instance of damage, so one 
Creature will absorb it all.

While protecting you like a guard dog is certainly useful, if your Creature 
survives until the next round, you get to attack with it again when your 
Initiative comes up. In fact, you must! You cannot choose to skip making 
a Power Roll for it.

• A “Kept” Creature does not add to the Spell Component card count 
that determines how quickly you cast your Spell. For example, if you play 
a three-card Spell and you have Kept two Creatures from previous 
rounds, you are still playing a three-card Spell, not a five-card Spell.

• If your Creature has no legal target, you still roll to see if you Keep it 
or not (whether it was new or was already in play).

• The glyphs on your Kept Creatures ARE counted amongst all of the 
glyphs for your Spell. 

Count the glyphs that match your Kept Creature and roll, just as if it were 
part of your Spell. It’s certainly possible to Keep a Creature around for 
several rounds if you are lucky enough to roll a KEEP result each time. 
But if you don’t roll KEEP again, it is discarded at the end of your turn as 
usual.

• Discard all of your Creatures at the end of each game in a match.

Creatures are a subset of the Delivery 
Component. Half of the Deliveries in this set are 
Creatures. The word Creature appears in the 
lower left corner of any such card. Creatures 

are unique in that they can stay in play at the end of your casting. Most 
Creatures have the word “KEEP” somewhere on them. When you Keep a 
Creature, leave it face up in front of you. You don’t discard it with the 
rest of your Spell Components after resolving your Spell. Most of the time 
you trigger the Keep keyword by rolling well on Power Rolls. Some other 
card effects might help to Keep the Creature around.

With a face-up Creature in play, you have a new friend! This faithful 
companion is even willing to sacrifice its life for you. Anytime you would 
take any damage from a foe, you may instead choose to discard a face-up 
Creature you have in play. Doing so negates the damage to you, but not to 
other players (if the damage has multiple targets). Creatures cannot absorb 
self-inflicted damage. A Creature that is unresolved (face down) in your 
Spell is not eligible for this kind of loyalty. If a card deals multiple instances of 
damage, like 2 and then 2 more later, a Creature only blocks one instance 
of damage. If a card deals 2 damage, or 4 damage if you are the strongest 
foe (or whatever), that that is a single instance of damage, so one 
Creature will absorb it all.

While protecting you like a guard dog is certainly useful, if your Creature 
survives until the next round, you get to attack with it again when your 
Initiative comes up. In fact, you must! You cannot choose to skip making 
a Power Roll for it.

• A “Kept” Creature does not add to the Spell Component card count 
that determines how quickly you cast your Spell. For example, if you play 
a three-card Spell and you have Kept two Creatures from previous 
rounds, you are still playing a three-card Spell, not a five-card Spell.

• If your Creature has no legal target, you still roll to see if you Keep it 
or not (whether it was new or was already in play).

• The glyphs on your Kept Creatures ARE counted amongst all of the 
glyphs for your Spell. 

Count the glyphs that match your Kept Creature and roll, just as if it were 
part of your Spell. It’s certainly possible to Keep a Creature around for 
several rounds if you are lucky enough to roll a KEEP result each time. 
But if you don’t roll KEEP again, it is discarded at the end of your turn as 
usual.

• Discard all of your Creatures at the end of each game in a match.
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If a card says to kill a foe’s Creature, and then deal damage to that player, 
the Creature dies before it can jump in the way of any damage. Only cards 
that specifically target or mention Creatures can hit Creatures. You can’t 
choose to hit a foe’s Creature with generic damage. Only that foe may 
choose whether or not to have the Creature absorb the damage. If the 
damage is random, wait until the value has been determined before deciding. 
You don’t need to decide before you know how much is coming at you. 
No matter how little or great the damage, the Creature absorbs it all, and 
then the Creature card is discarded. Zero damage does not kill a Creature.

When you die, discard any Creatures you have in play. You should have 
sacrificed them to stay alive, numbskull!

Half of the Delivery cards 
in this set are 
Components that have 
TWO GLYPHS. In that 

case, you are rolling a 
minimum of two dice for your Power Roll, even 
without help from any other Spell Components. Of 
course, any Wizard worth their pointy hat is going 
to match some glyphs to their Delivery. So for 
example, if your Spell is Primal Source, Dark 
Quality, and dual-glyphed "Primal/Dark" Delivery,  
you'll roll four dice for your Delivery Power Roll! 
But even if you suck and your Spell is Illusion, Arcane, and Primal/Dark, 
you'll still roll two dice.

Dual-glyphed Delivery cards are also brilliant at helping out your Bad Trip 
cards, which you will learn about in a moment.

If a card says to kill a foe’s Creature, and then deal damage to that player, 
the Creature dies before it can jump in the way of any damage. Only cards 
that specifically target or mention Creatures can hit Creatures. You can’t 
choose to hit a foe’s Creature with generic damage. Only that foe may 
choose whether or not to have the Creature absorb the damage. If the 
damage is random, wait until the value has been determined before deciding. 
You don’t need to decide before you know how much is coming at you. 
No matter how little or great the damage, the Creature absorbs it all, and 
then the Creature card is discarded. Zero damage does not kill a Creature.

When you die, discard any Creatures you have in play. You should have 
sacrificed them to stay alive, numbskull!

Half of the Delivery cards 
in this set are 
Components that have 
TWO GLYPHS. In that 

case, you are rolling a 
minimum of two dice for your Power Roll, even 
without help from any other Spell Components. Of 
course, any Wizard worth their pointy hat is going 
to match some glyphs to their Delivery. So for 
example, if your Spell is Primal Source, Dark 
Quality, and dual-glyphed "Primal/Dark" Delivery,  
you'll roll four dice for your Delivery Power Roll! 
But even if you suck and your Spell is Illusion, Arcane, and Primal/Dark, 
you'll still roll two dice.

Dual-glyphed Delivery cards are also brilliant at helping out your Bad Trip 
cards, which you will learn about in a moment.

Cantrip is a new keyword found on Sources and 
Qualities that allows you to add more Components 
to your Spell when you are resolving your Spell. 

You may add Cantrips at any point after naming your Spell and even after 
resolving the last component in your Spell.

Next to the word Cantrip will be a discard requirement, such as two 
Sources, two Qualities, or two Deliveries. If you make the required 
discards from your hand, the Cantrip card is added to your Spell! Note that 
the Cantrip must be in your hand after the discard has been made. You can't 
put into play a Cantrip that you just discarded.

Because your Initiative has already started, adding cards does not make 
your Spell slower. You may add a Cantrip to your Spell at any time during 
your Initiative. If you add a Source during your Quality or Delivery 
resolution, or a Quality during your Delivery resolution, finish resolving 
your current Component and then go back and resolve the Cantrip before 
proceeding with the later Components.

Cantrips are a great way to clear your hand of too many duplicates of one 
card type. Additionally, Wild Magic cards count as all three card types, so 
they make discarding to "pay" for your Cantrips quite easy.

If you do not have the required discards to enact the Cantrip ability, you 
can still play the Cantrip as part of a Spell as usual. In that case, just ignore 
the Cantrip text and resolve it like any other Component. But there are 
several cards in this set that allow you to draw cards during your Initiative, 
so holding a Cantrip in your hand may prove worthwhile.

Bad Trip is the other new keyword found on 
Source and Quality cards in the set. When you're 

seeing too many colors, you are feeling the effects of the 
Murdershroom on your brain. Typically, a lot of different glyphs in your 
Spell means your Spell will be weak. But a Bad Trip turns that on its head!

After resolving a Bad Trip card once, check the number of different glyphs 
in your Spell. Be sure to count any Dead Wizard cards, Creatures, and 
Treasures you have. If you have FOUR or more different glyphs in your 
Spell, resolve your Bad Trip card a second time! If you don't have enough 
different glyphs, the Component still resolves once. The first resolution 
might even trigger the second!

Cantrip is a new keyword found on Sources and 
Qualities that allows you to add more Components 
to your Spell when you are resolving your Spell. 

You may add Cantrips at any point after naming your Spell and even after 
resolving the last component in your Spell.

Next to the word Cantrip will be a discard requirement, such as two 
Sources, two Qualities, or two Deliveries. If you make the required 
discards from your hand, the Cantrip card is added to your Spell! Note that 
the Cantrip must be in your hand after the discard has been made. You can't 
put into play a Cantrip that you just discarded.

Because your Initiative has already started, adding cards does not make 
your Spell slower. You may add a Cantrip to your Spell at any time during 
your Initiative. If you add a Source during your Quality or Delivery 
resolution, or a Quality during your Delivery resolution, finish resolving 
your current Component and then go back and resolve the Cantrip before 
proceeding with the later Components.

Cantrips are a great way to clear your hand of too many duplicates of one 
card type. Additionally, Wild Magic cards count as all three card types, so 
they make discarding to "pay" for your Cantrips quite easy.

If you do not have the required discards to enact the Cantrip ability, you 
can still play the Cantrip as part of a Spell as usual. In that case, just ignore 
the Cantrip text and resolve it like any other Component. But there are 
several cards in this set that allow you to draw cards during your Initiative, 
so holding a Cantrip in your hand may prove worthwhile.

Bad Trip is the other new keyword found on 
Source and Quality cards in the set. When you're 

seeing too many colors, you are feeling the effects of the 
Murdershroom on your brain. Typically, a lot of different glyphs in your 
Spell means your Spell will be weak. But a Bad Trip turns that on its head!

After resolving a Bad Trip card once, check the number of different glyphs 
in your Spell. Be sure to count any Dead Wizard cards, Creatures, and 
Treasures you have. If you have FOUR or more different glyphs in your 
Spell, resolve your Bad Trip card a second time! If you don't have enough 
different glyphs, the Component still resolves once. The first resolution 
might even trigger the second!

15Target:  A weaker foe
Roll Power
 1-4 2 damage, and you take 1 damage
 5-9 3 damage
 10+ 2 damage for each different glyph in your Spell
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Some Spell Components have the keyword “Reaction” on them. Reaction 
cards let you spring a surprise on a foe in case of your untimely death. If 
a Reaction card is in your Spell and you are unceremoniously killed before 
you get the chance to resolve the card with the word Reaction on it, you 
get the effect listed. Only the text after the word Reaction resolves now. 
The normal Spell effect text resolves when your initiative comes up as 
usual. Reaction cards might allow a Wizard with low HP to play a slower 
Spell and still get in some good licks even if they die before casting it. If your 
Reaction heals you, you don't die, and the player who killed you does not 
earn a Kill Token. Note that when taking lethal damage, your HP never 
goes below 0. Cantrips played as a Reaction resolve immediately.

Reaction cards in hand do nothing. They must be waiting in the cards you’ve 
placed to be able to trigger. A Reaction can even trigger if you die due to 
self-inflicted damage, as long as you have not started resolving the Reaction 
Component. If your own Source kills you, and your Quality has a 
Reaction, it will trigger!

You "control" cards that are in play in front of you. This includes 
Treasures, Creatures, Dead Wizard cards that give you a long-term 
bonus, and the Components in your Spell. You do not control the cards in 
your hand.
Note that a Creature in your Spell cannot be used to block damage unless 
it has resolved and you rolled a KEEP result.

This longer playing time variant is great for two to four player games in 
which you want to play to a more dramatic ending. Instead of keeping 
track of kills, the only thing that matters is being the Last Wizard Standing. 
The last Wizard alive at the end of each game gets a LWS token. The first 
player to collect two LWS tokens wins the match!

WILD MAGIC
These special cards count as all three 
Component types: Source, Quality, and 
Delivery. (This is a change from the first two games, where WM cards had no 
type.) They make it easy to discard for Cantrips. Wild Magic cards take the place 
of any Component type when added to your Spell. For example, if you don’t have 
a Quality in your hand but you still wish to play a three-Component Spell, you can 
place a Wild Magic card in your Spell to act as the missing Component.

When your Spell is revealed, immediately reveal cards from the top of the Main 
Deck until you find the type of Component you’re missing. Add it to your Spell and 
then discard the Wild Magic card and the rest of the revealed cards. If you 
played more than one Wild Magic card in your Spell, repeat this process for each 
one. Read the name of your Spell only after you have replaced all of your Wild 
Magic cards.

TREASURES
Treasures are powerful items that some Spell Components can award you. When 
you gain a Treasure, it is always placed face up in front of you for all to see. 
Treasures are never placed into your hand. But look out! Some crafty Wizards 
may try to steal your Treasures.

Most of the Treasures in this set have the keyword Everlasting, which has the 
effect: "Do not discard this Treasure when you die or at the end of a game." While 
you are dead, your Treasures cannot be stolen or destroyed. So dead Wizards 
and the Last Wizard Standing will all hang onto their Everlasting Treasures into the 
next game. Some Treasures in this set are also Creatures. As Creatures, you roll 
for them during the Delivery stage of your Spell resolution.

THE DEAD WIZARD DECK
When a Wizard is slain, he or she discards the cards in his or her hand, discards his or 
her Treasures that don't have the Everlasting keyword, and immediately draws a 
card from the Dead Wizard Deck. At the start of each new round of the game, each 
dead Wizard draws a Dead Wizard card. These cards will help you win the next game. 
If there are multiple Dead Wizards, they draw and resolve Dead Wizard Cards in the 
order in which they died.

Some Dead Wizard cards have the words "Resolve now" on them. These cards 
resolve immediately when drawn. Discard the card after resolving it. If a Dead 
Wizard card would have you gain Hit Points, you don't come back to life and you 
don't get those extra HP at the start of the next game. If your Dead Wizard card 
kills a foe, you score a Kill Token. If that foe was the Last Wizard Standing, he or 
she still earns that token, and then he or she will get to draw a Dead Wizard card.

Some Spell Components have the keyword “Reaction” on them. Reaction 
cards let you spring a surprise on a foe in case of your untimely death. If 
a Reaction card is in your Spell and you are unceremoniously killed before 
you get the chance to resolve the card with the word Reaction on it, you 
get the effect listed. Only the text after the word Reaction resolves now. 
The normal Spell effect text resolves when your initiative comes up as 
usual. Reaction cards might allow a Wizard with low HP to play a slower 
Spell and still get in some good licks even if they die before casting it. If your 
Reaction heals you, you don't die, and the player who killed you does not 
earn a Kill Token. Note that when taking lethal damage, your HP never 
goes below 0. Cantrips played as a Reaction resolve immediately.

Reaction cards in hand do nothing. They must be waiting in the cards you’ve 
placed to be able to trigger. A Reaction can even trigger if you die due to 
self-inflicted damage, as long as you have not started resolving the Reaction 
Component. If your own Source kills you, and your Quality has a 
Reaction, it will trigger!

You "control" cards that are in play in front of you. This includes 
Treasures, Creatures, Dead Wizard cards that give you a long-term 
bonus, and the Components in your Spell. You do not control the cards in 
your hand.
Note that a Creature in your Spell cannot be used to block damage unless 
it has resolved and you rolled a KEEP result.

This longer playing time variant is great for two to four player games in 
which you want to play to a more dramatic ending. Instead of keeping 
track of kills, the only thing that matters is being the Last Wizard Standing. 
The last Wizard alive at the end of each game gets a LWS token. The first 
player to collect two LWS tokens wins the match!

WILD MAGIC
These special cards count as all three 
Component types: Source, Quality, and 
Delivery. (This is a change from the first two games, where WM cards had no 
type.) They make it easy to discard for Cantrips. Wild Magic cards take the place 
of any Component type when added to your Spell. For example, if you don’t have 
a Quality in your hand but you still wish to play a three-Component Spell, you can 
place a Wild Magic card in your Spell to act as the missing Component.

When your Spell is revealed, immediately reveal cards from the top of the Main 
Deck until you find the type of Component you’re missing. Add it to your Spell and 
then discard the Wild Magic card and the rest of the revealed cards. If you 
played more than one Wild Magic card in your Spell, repeat this process for each 
one. Read the name of your Spell only after you have replaced all of your Wild 
Magic cards.

TREASURES
Treasures are powerful items that some Spell Components can award you. When 
you gain a Treasure, it is always placed face up in front of you for all to see. 
Treasures are never placed into your hand. But look out! Some crafty Wizards 
may try to steal your Treasures.

Most of the Treasures in this set have the keyword Everlasting, which has the 
effect: "Do not discard this Treasure when you die or at the end of a game." While 
you are dead, your Treasures cannot be stolen or destroyed. So dead Wizards 
and the Last Wizard Standing will all hang onto their Everlasting Treasures into the 
next game. Some Treasures in this set are also Creatures. As Creatures, you roll 
for them during the Delivery stage of your Spell resolution.

THE DEAD WIZARD DECK
When a Wizard is slain, he or she discards the cards in his or her hand, discards his or 
her Treasures that don't have the Everlasting keyword, and immediately draws a 
card from the Dead Wizard Deck. At the start of each new round of the game, each 
dead Wizard draws a Dead Wizard card. These cards will help you win the next game. 
If there are multiple Dead Wizards, they draw and resolve Dead Wizard Cards in the 
order in which they died.

Some Dead Wizard cards have the words "Resolve now" on them. These cards 
resolve immediately when drawn. Discard the card after resolving it. If a Dead 
Wizard card would have you gain Hit Points, you don't come back to life and you 
don't get those extra HP at the start of the next game. If your Dead Wizard card 
kills a foe, you score a Kill Token. If that foe was the Last Wizard Standing, he or 
she still earns that token, and then he or she will get to draw a Dead Wizard card.

Use in place of any one card type in your Spell.
Before resolving it, reveal cards from the top of the

Main Deck until you find a card of that type. That card becomes 
part of your Spell. Then discard this card and the rest of the 

revealed cards.
This card may be discarded from your hand as if it were a

Source, Quality, or Delivery.
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Add 1 die to each of your Power Rolls this turn.

Bad Trip: If your Spell contains four or more different glyphs, 

resolve this again.
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Target: Strongest foeRoll Power
 1-4 1 damage, and you gain a Treasure 5-9 3 damage 10+ 3 damage. KEEP
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In a four-player game, a foe who played a two-Component 
Spell has already acted. With an Initiative of 11, your Spell is the 
fastest of the three-Component Spells, so yours resolves first. 

In a four-player game, a foe who played a two-Component 
Spell has already acted. With an Initiative of 11, your Spell is the 
fastest of the three-Component Spells, so yours resolves first. 

"Add 1 die to each of your Power Rolls this turn.
Bad Trip: If your Spell contains four or more 

different glyphs, resolve this again."
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The Source of your Spell is The Sticky Icky's, so it will 
resolve first. It reads:
 

Your Spell doesn't contain four different glyphs so you 
aren't having a Bad Trip ... but hold on! In your hand 
you spot a Cantrip "Sissy-Sizzling." You discard two 
Quality cards from your hand and add the Cantrip to 
your Spell. The Cantrip is a Quality, so it doesn't 
resolve yet, but its glyph adds to your Spell right now!

You resolve The Sticky Icky's twice, as you now 
have four different glyphs in your Spell. You place two 
dice onto your Delivery to remind you.

Now that you have resolved your Source, you 
move on to your Qualities, of which you suddenly 
have two. You decide to resolve the Sissy-Sizzling 
first, which deals 2 damage to your weakest foe.

Up next is your original Quality, Grunt-n-Runting. You 
draw a card from the Main Deck and reveal it to be a 
dual-glyphed Scrotsplosion. Since your Spell contains 
two Primal glyphs and no Elemental glyphs, the foe on 
your right takes 4 damage. After resolving the 
Quality, the card you drew goes into your hand. If it 
had been a Cantrip, you might have been able to add it 
to your Spell, even if it was a Source.

Now that your Qualities are done resolving, we move 
to your Delivery, which is Adult Responsibilities. It targets 
your strongest foe. Since two of your foes are tied for 
the most HP with 20, you get to choose which one to 
target. Now you need to make a Power Roll.

Your dual-glyphed Delivery doesn't match any of the cards 
in your spell. But you get to count BOTH of the glyphs on 
your Delivery anyway. So with one Dark glyph, one 
Arcane glyph, and two dice from the Bad Tripping Sticky 
Icky's, you're rolling four dice. You roll a 14, which is well 

over the 10+, so you deal your target 6 damage, but take 2 yourself. Adult 
Responsibilities are a bit draining, no?

In a four-player game, a foe who played a two-Component 
Spell has already acted. With an Initiative of 11, your Spell is the 
fastest of the three-Component Spells, so yours resolves first. 

"Add 1 die to each of your Power Rolls this turn.
Bad Trip: If your Spell contains four or more 

different glyphs, resolve this again."

The Source of your Spell is The Sticky Icky's, so it will 
resolve first. It reads:
 

Your Spell doesn't contain four different glyphs so you 
aren't having a Bad Trip ... but hold on! In your hand 
you spot a Cantrip "Sissy-Sizzling." You discard two 
Quality cards from your hand and add the Cantrip to 
your Spell. The Cantrip is a Quality, so it doesn't 
resolve yet, but its glyph adds to your Spell right now!

You resolve The Sticky Icky's twice, as you now 
have four different glyphs in your Spell. You place two 
dice onto your Delivery to remind you.

Now that you have resolved your Source, you 
move on to your Qualities, of which you suddenly 
have two. You decide to resolve the Sissy-Sizzling 
first, which deals 2 damage to your weakest foe.

Up next is your original Quality, Grunt-n-Runting. You 
draw a card from the Main Deck and reveal it to be a 
dual-glyphed Scrotsplosion. Since your Spell contains 
two Primal glyphs and no Elemental glyphs, the foe on 
your right takes 4 damage. After resolving the 
Quality, the card you drew goes into your hand. If it 
had been a Cantrip, you might have been able to add it 
to your Spell, even if it was a Source.

Now that your Qualities are done resolving, we move 
to your Delivery, which is Adult Responsibilities. It targets 
your strongest foe. Since two of your foes are tied for 
the most HP with 20, you get to choose which one to 
target. Now you need to make a Power Roll.

Your dual-glyphed Delivery doesn't match any of the cards 
in your spell. But you get to count BOTH of the glyphs on 
your Delivery anyway. So with one Dark glyph, one 
Arcane glyph, and two dice from the Bad Tripping Sticky 
Icky's, you're rolling four dice. You roll a 14, which is well 

over the 10+, so you deal your target 6 damage, but take 2 yourself. Adult 
Responsibilities are a bit draining, no?

Add 1 die to each of your Power Rolls this turn.
Bad Trip: If your Spell contains four or more different glyphs, 

resolve this again.
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QUALITY

Draw a card and reveal it. Deal 2 damage to the foe on your 
right for each glyph in your Spell that matches the glyph(s) 

on the card you drew.
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DELIVERY

Target:  Strongest foe
Roll Power
 1-4 1 damage, and you gain a Treasure
 5-9 3 damage
 10+ 6 damage, and you take 2 damage
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QUALITY

Deal 2 damage to your weakest foe.
Cantrip: Discard two Quality cards to add this card from 

your hand to your Spell.
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FEEL FREE TO SHUFFLE EACH OF THE 
DIFFERENT DECKS TOGETHER, BUT 
THAT WILL BE HARD TO SHUFFLE! 

ANOTHER WAY TO DO IT IS TO USE A DIFFERENT 
SPELL DECK, TREASURE DECK, AND DEAD 

WIZARD DECK FOR EACH GAME OF THE MATCH. 
IT WOULD BE BEST TO START WITH THIS SET 

FIRST, AS THE EVERLASTING TREASURES WILL 
LAST THROUGHOUT THE OTHER GAMES.

IF A SPELL COMPONENT COPIES A 
CREATURE DELIVERY, IT CANNOT KEEP. 

IT REVERTS TO A NON-CREATURE 
AT THE END OF YOUR CASTING.
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COMBINING WITH THE

     PREVIOUS GAMES
COMBINING WITH THE

     PREVIOUS GAMES

WHEN THE DUST SETTLES AND THERE IS BUT ONE WIZARD ALIVE, 
THE GAME ENDS AND THAT WIZARD EARNS A LAST WIZARD 
STANDING TOKEN. IN THE UNLIKELY EVENT THAT A WIZARD 
KILLS HIMSELF, LEAVING NO WIZARDS ALIVE, THAT WIZARD 
STILL EARNS THE LAST WIZARD STANDING TOKEN, BUT NOT 
A KILL TOKEN. YOU NEVER EARN A KILL TOKEN FOR 
KILLING YOURSELF. 

ALL TREASURES THAT DON'T HAVE EVERLASTING, ALL CREATURES, AND ALL CARDS IN 
EACH WIZARD’S HAND ARE DISCARDED AT THE END OF EACH GAME. NONE OF THE DECKS SHOULD 
BE RESHUFFLED UNTIL THEY RUN OUT OF CARDS. THIS ENSURES THAT YOU WILL SEE A WIDE 
VARIETY OF DIFFERENT CARDS DURING EACH GAME. AFTER EVERYONE HAS CLEARED THEIR CARDS,  
WIZARDS WITH DEAD WIZARD CARDS SHOULD GATHER THE BONUSES THOSE CARDS HAVE 
GRANTED (EXTRA CARDS, TREASURE, ETC.) AND THEN  DISCARD THE DEAD WIZARD CARDS.  
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WHEN YOU ARE DONE RESOLVING ALL THE COMPONENTS OF YOUR SPELL, 
DISCARD EACH OF YOUR RESOLVED COMPONENTS, AND THE WIZARD WITH 
THE NEXT HIGHEST INITIATIVE GETS TO REVEAL HIS OR HER SPELL AND 
START RESOLVING IT. 

WHEN YOU ARE DONE RESOLVING ALL THE COMPONENTS OF YOUR SPELL, 
DISCARD EACH OF YOUR RESOLVED COMPONENTS, AND THE WIZARD WITH 
THE NEXT HIGHEST INITIATIVE GETS TO REVEAL HIS OR HER SPELL AND 
START RESOLVING IT. 
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